INTERNATIONAL DAY OF PEACE
Tunis (Tunisia), 28 September 2018
(Hotel Golden Tulip El Mechtel)

“Drones and Robots for Peace “

9:00 a.m. Official opening with the participation of

*Mr Philippe BEAUSSANT, Chairperson of the International Conference of NGOs, NGO-UNESCO Liaison Committee
*Ms Anna Maria MAJLÖF, Program Specialist, Inclusion and Rights Section, Social and Human Sciences Sector, UNESCO
*Mr Ali Ben SMIKH MERRI, Chairperson of the National Council for Human Rights - Qatar
*Mr Abdel Basset Ben HASSEN, Chairperson of the Arab Institute for Human Rights
*Mr Michel THOUZEAU, Coordinator for the group of NGOs participating in the project “Drones and Robots for Peace”

9:20 a.m. Musical Creation for the Day of Peace

« Un autre chemin... » (“Another path...“)

Mr Stephen BINET pianist-composer, Mrs Claire VERNAY lyric writer and singer

9:25 a.m. Panel I “Peace today”

Session chaired by Mr Chawki TBIB, Chairperson of the anti-corruption national authority, Tunisia
Moderator, Mr Davide GROSSO, International Music Council

Interventions of:

*Mr Gabriel El KHILI, Programme Specialist, UNESCO Tunisia focal point
*Mr Mohamed NAJIB ABDELMOULA, Expert on Education for Human Rights and Democratic Citizenship
Mr Alain ROUY, IAEP, International Association of Educators for Peace
*Discussion

10:10 a.m. Panel II  “Imagine a drone or a robot for Peace”

Video editing realized by Mr Claude YVANS, video maker and artist
Presentation and comments around ten works presented by NGOs on the theme “Imagine a Drone or a Robot for Peace”

Mrs Lisbeth GOUGIN, World Organization for Early Childhood Education and Care (OMEP)
Mrs Fatema BINET-OUAKKA, Plastic Artist, « PEINTURES EN MOUVEMENT » Association

Interventions of:
*Dr. (Mrs) Raja Ben SLAMA, Academic and Psychoanalyst
*Prof. (Mrs) Cristina CASTELLI, Academic and Psychoanalyst
*Mrs Gaspard NJOCK, Plastic Artist,
*Mr Hafsi BEDHIOUFI, Sociologist, Lecturer-researcher HDR
*Discussion

11:30 a.m. Coffee break

Musical Intermission
VIDEO CLIP, Together for Peace, Children become involved…. Another path
Stephen BINET and Claire VERNAY

12:00 Panel III  “Artificial Intelligence, Robotics and Ethics”

Session chaired by Dr. Fethi TRIKI, UNESCO Chair of Philosophy
Mrs Maud CAILLAT (ZONTA International), moderator

Interventions of:
*Mrs Catherine SIMON, Chairperson of the trade show INNOROBO, specialist in robotics
*Mr Jean François PERROT, Emeritus Professor, Sorbonne-University, Artificial Intelligence Specialist
*Mr Tomislav BRACANOVIC, Expert of the COMEST/UNESCO
*Discussion

13:30 p.m. Closing session

Session chaired by Mr Basel AL TARAWNEH, Human Rights Coordinator of the Jordanian First Ministry
With the participation of:
*Mr Abdelbasset Ben HASSEN, Member of the NGO-UNESCO Liaison Committee – Chairperson of the Arab Institute for Human Rights
*Mrs Lisbeth GOUGIN, OMEP
*Mr Michel THOUZEAU, IAEP

Musical conclusion
With Stephen BINET and Claire VERNAY